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Calendar of Scientific Pioneers. 
dune 30, 1817. Abraham Gottlob Werner died.

The most renowned geologist of his day, Werner for 
forty years was professor in the Mining School at 
Freiburg, which became under him " the European 
lodestar for the study of mineralogy and geognosy." 

dune 30, 1857. Alcide Dessalines d'Orbigny died.
Distinguished in early life for his journeys in South 
America, d'Orbigny in 184o· began the publication of 
his great work, "Paleontologie Fran\(aise." In 1853 
a chair of pal:oeontology was specially created for 
him at the Musee d'Histoire Naturelle. 

dune 30, 1919. .John William Strutt, third Baron 
Rayleigh, died.-Born in 1842, Lord Rayleigh suc
ceeded to the title in 1873. He was educated 
at Cambridge, succeeded Maxwell in 1879 as 
Cavendish professor of experimental physics, and 
in 1887 followed Tyndall as professor of natural 
philosophy at the Royal Institution-a position 
he resigned in 1905. His scientific writings em
brace every branch of physics, and are known 
for their extreme accuracy and definiteness. His 
name is associated with that of Ramsay in the dis
covery of argon. 

duly 1, 1881. Henri Etienne Sainte-Claire-Deville 
died.-Professor of chemistry at the Ecole Normale 
and in the Sorbonne, Sainte-Claire-Deville carried out 
important investigations on dissociation. 

duly 1, 1899. Sir William Henry Flower died.
Flower was Hunterian professor of comparative 
anatomy and physiolol'(y, and for fourteen years acted 
as director of the British Museum (Natural History). 

duly 2, 1621. Thomas Harriot died.-The contem
porary of Napier and Briggs, Harriet made important 
improvements in algebra, and his "Artis Analytic& 
Praxis," published ten years after his death, did 
much to bring analytical methods into general use. 

July 3, 1672. Francis Willughby died.-An original 
member of the Royal Society, Willughby was the 
companion of Ray, and wrote on birds and fishes. 

duly 4, 1850. William Kirby died.-Rector of Bar
ham, in Suffolk, from 1796 to r85o, Kirby was known 
for his writings on entomology. 

duly 4, 1901. Peter Guthrie Tait died.-Tait suc
ceeded Forbes in the chair of natural philosophy at 
Edinburgh. He was known for his collaboration with 
Lord Kelvin, his advocacy of quaternions, and his 
work on thermodynamics and other subjects. 

duly 4, 1902. Herve Auguste Etienne Alban Faye 
died.-President of the Bureau des Longitudes from 
1874 to 1893, Faye in 1884 published his "Sur 
l'Origine du Monde." 

duly 4, 1910. Giovanni Virginia Schiaparelli died.
A great observer of comets, meteors, double stars, and 
especially_ of the planets, Schiaparelli from 1862 to 
rgoo directed the Milan Observatory. 

duly 5, 1833. .Joseph Nicephore Niepce died.-One 
of the pioneers in photography, Niepce began his 
experiments in r813. He afterwards collaborated with 
Daguerre. 

July 5, 1859. Baron Charles Cagniard de Ia Tour 
died.-Cagniard de Ia Tour made improvements in 
mechanical and chemical processes and invented the 
siren. 

duly 5, 1906. Paul Drude died.-A distinguished 
physical investigator, Drude applied the theory of 
Maxwell as developed by Hertz to the problem of 
light. He edited the Annalen der Physik. 

duly 5, 1911. George .Johnstone Stoney died.
Stoney held important educational posts in Ireland, 
and contributed to physical optics and molecular 
phvsics. To him we owe the term "electron." 

. E. C. S. 
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Societies and Academies. 
LoNDON. 

noyal Seciety, June 23.-Prof. C. S. Sherrington, 
president, in the chair.-E. F. Armstrong and T. P. 
Hilditch : A studv of catalvtic actions at solid surfaces. 
VI .-Surface ar'ea and specific nature of a catalyst : 
two independent factors controlling the resultant 
activity. The influence of the surface area of a nickel 
catalyst on its activity has been traced by examination 
of the bulk gravity of various types of catalyst: the 
most efficient catalyst occupies the greatest volume 
per unit mass. The rate of reduction in hydrogen 
of nickel oxide prepared in various ways has been 
examined at various temperatures. A light nickel 
oxide prepared from the precipitated hydroxide gave 
curves (hydf'ogen consumption/time) showing faint 
points of inflexion, which varied with the temperature 
of reduction; dense, fused nkkel oxide gave a 
smoother curve, and nickel hydroxide deposited on 
kieselguhr as a support showed a smooth, continuous 
curve. The reduction curves are related to the 
physical conditions rather than to the formation of 
any definite compounds. When a support (kieselguhr) 
is overloaded with nickel hydroxide and reduced so 
that varying proportions of the nickel are in the 
metallic state, catalytic activity increases rapidly to a 

which is maintained until all the nickel 
hydroxide has been reduced to the elementary state. 
Catalytic activity is dominated by the condition of the 
surface layer of reduced nickeL-Sir J. B. Hendersen: 
(i) A contribution to the thermodynamical theory of 
explosions; (ii) with Prof. H. R. Hasse. Advances 
in chemical thermodynamics, dealing with dissocia
tion of gases and variation of their specific heats with 
temperature. are applied to the science of internal 
ballistics. Direct experi-ments pn specific heats of 
gases are limited to temperatures below 1500° C., and 
extrapolation, based upon thermodynamic theory and 
extending to temperatures of 3500° C. and to pressures 
of 20 tons per sq. in., tests the theory severely. Part (i) 
contains the application of these theories to the cal
culation of the explos.ion-pressure of cordite in closed 
vessels, and the calculation of the curve of adiabatic 
expansion of the products of explosion bv consid.,ring 
a series of states of equilibrium and, following there
on, the ideal indicator diagram of a gun. In part (ii) 
the curve of rise of pressure and the maximum pres
sure allowing for burning of cordite in parallel layers 
and for varying capacity of chamber during burning, 
due to movement of the projectile, are calculated. The 
results enable the indicator diagram of gun, maxi
mum pressure, and muzzle velocity of projectile to 
be calculated accurately "from the chemical composi
tion of explosive used and rate of burning- of the cords. 
They also show the effects produced by variations 
in initial pressure, densitv of loading, temperature of 
charge, diameter of cords, etc. The method is also 
applicable to internal-exolosion engines using gas or 
oil.-S. Butterworth : Eddv current losses in cylindrical 
conductors. with special applications to the alternating 
current resistances of short coils. A general series for 
the eddv current losses produced in a non-mi).g-netic 
metallic. cylinder when placed in a transverse field of 
anv form is devdoped. The theorv gives an 
apPr-oximate solution of the of effective 
resistance of two equal parallel wires carrymg equal 
currents either in the same or in opoosite directions. 
The "uniform field " theorv is applied to determine 
the effective resistance of parallel wire systems, and, 
by calculating-the square field throughout 
the section of the cot!. formul:oe are obtamed for the 
effective resistances of single- and multi-layer sole-
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noidal coils of either solid or stranded wire. Con
ditions producing the maximum value of LJR' for a 
given length of wire of given diameter are deduced. 
The observed inferiority of stranded wire coils as 
-ccmpared with solid wire coils at high frequencies 
is due to the lack of internal spacing of the 
-of the coils making the best conditions unattainable. 
-E. S. Bieler: The currents induced in a cable by 
the passage of a mass of magnetic material over it. 
The mass used is in the form of a spherical shell and 
the deflection of a critically damped in 
series with the cable is deduced. The results agree 
with those of experiments carried out in the laboratory 
<Jn a small scale. The theoretical results are used to 
determine the law of variation of the galvanometer 
with different factors, and the relation between the 
galvanometer deflection and the E.M.F. which pro
duces it.-Dr. G. Barlow and Dr. H. B. Keene: The 
-experimental analysis of sound in air and water : some 
experiments towards a sound spectrum. The originai 
sound vibration gives rise to an electric current of 
telephonic magnitude, which is analysed by a method 
of periodic interruption. A motor-driven interrupter 
;'rith a ran.ge of i.nterrl!ption frequency from 3-2ooojsec. 
Is placed m senes with a Broca galvanometer in the 
circuit containing the alternating current to be 
ana.Jysed. The speed of the interrupter is then slowly 
vaned. When the interruptions synchronise with any 
component of the current, the galvanometer gives a 
steady deflection, the magnitude of which depends on 
the phase difference. Thus the amolitude of each com
ponent may be determined, and at the same instant 
the corresponding frequency is observed strobo
scopically. Experiments were made (1) to test the 
trustworthiness of the method by analysing alternating 
currents containing known constituents; (2) to analyse 
different types of sound in air, using both carbon 
microphone and magnetophone receivers; (3) to analyS<c, 
sounds in water. The variations of the sound 
spec.trum with distance, depth, and direction are in
vestigated, and the spectrum of a motor-driven boat 
is obtained under various conditions.-Dr. G. Barlow : 
The theory of the analysis of an electric current bv 
periodic interruption. A mathematical treatment of 
the method of periodic interruption used in the experi
mental analysis of sounds described in the previous 
paper is given, with an explanation of the effects of 
periodic interruption on the intensity and quality of 
sounds heard in a telephone. 

Geological Society, June 8.- Mr. R. D. Oldham, 
president, in the chair.-Dr. W. F. Hume: The rela
tions of the northern Red Sea and .its associated gulf
areas to the "rift " theory. The areas specially con
sidered are the northern portion of the Red Sea and 
the "Ciysmic Gulf" (from the Roman 
name for Suez), defined as the district lying between 
the fault-bounded ranges of Egypt and Sinai. Within 
its borders Miocene deposits are of wide distribu
tion; beyond them they are absent. The folds 
within this region are from north-west to south-east, 
-outside it the trend is frequently almost at right 
angles. A line prolonging the direction of the western 
-coas t of the Gulf of Akaba to the . shores of Egypt 
divides the Clvsmic Gulf from the Red Sea, the former 
being one of complicated fold-and-fracture effects, 
while in the latter only fold effects have been ob
served. It is concluded that the whole region under
\'l:ent extre_mely slow submergence, the negative move
ments continuinl'!: from earlv Jurassic to late Cre
ta<;eous times. of new land probably took 
place near the close of the Eocene period: It is sug
ttes ted th:_lt the . area was occupied by an · anticline 
plunging northwards in the Clysmic Gulf region; and 
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that it was subject first to marine and then to sub
aerial erosion. This formed part of the continent on 
which grew the trees of the Petrified Forest, and on 
which wandered animals such as the Arsinoitherium 
and the earliest elephants. The continental period 
was most marked during late Eocene and early 
Miocene times, and the area dealt with here- appears 
to have become one of very varied ridge and depres
sion. The whole region was slowly invaded by the 
ancient Mediterranean during the Miocene and 
Pliocene periods. The pre-existing ridges . became 
coral-reef centres and the intervening depressions 
were filled up, first by land-derived deposits and 
then by lagoon formations. The earliest of these 
formations appear to have been of Schlier (Middle 
Miocene) age . The whole region of the Clysmic Gulf 
beca me folded and fractured. There is strong faultinc< 
at the borders with the igneous hills , and 
are of asymmetrical anticline type. Compression of 
the area, with uplift of portions, offers the best solu
tion for the fact observed. Dislocation so marked and 
so widespread could scarcely arise under rift forma
tion as defined by Prof. J. \V. Gregory, nor can the 
whole of the surface-differ-ences be ascribed to erosion. 
No simple solution of the problem can be offered on 
the evidence at present available, especially in view 
of the fact that no important faulting has been noted 
on the western borders of the Red Sea. The portion 
of the Nile Valley about latitude 26° N., where fault
ing is most conspicuous, may . have been initiated bv 
e;osion of a sharp :;nticlinal fcild due to the compres
swn of almost honzontal strata . Sharp folds exist 
in the desert east of the Nile, but their origin is 
doubtful. 

Physical Society, June Io.-Dr. C. Chree, vice-presi
dent, in the chair.-Sir Ernest Jlutherford : The stabilitv 
of atoms. Traces of hydrogen and helium had been 
found in discharge tubes believed to be initially free 
from these gases; but it was imposs.ible to establish 
that no sour-ce of contamination was available. It is 
necessary to attack the nucleus of the atom, and to do 
this successfully requires extremely swift particles. 
The effects produced when a-particles· fired throug-h 
hydrogen collide with an atom were s hown, and PX

periments were described from which the conclusion 
had been drawn that when an a-particle collides with a 
nitrogen atom, a hydrogen atom is expelled from the 
nucleus. The speed of these is in exoess of what 
can be obtained by collisions in hydrogen gas itself, 
so that the result must be due to the disintegration of 
the nitrogen nucleus rather than to contamination 
with hydrogen. Results on the disintegration of 
aluminium and other elements were also indicated. 

Linnean Society, June 16.-Dr. A. Smith \Voodward, 
president, in the chair.-Prof. A. H. R. Buller : 
The ocellus function of the subsporangial swelling of 
Pilobolus. The suhsporangial swelling of Pilobolus 
functions as a squirting apparatus, and also as an 
ocellus, 'vhich receives the heliotropic stimulus which 
causes the stipe to turn the fungus gun towards the 
light. The swelling is transparent and refracts light. 
It appears to be the only orthoheliotropic plant organ 
known which has a special light-perceiving 
cell-structure, which is sometimes described· as a 
simple eye.-Dr. N. Annandale : The vegetation of an 
island· in the Chilka Lake. The area of the island 
is about one-third vf a square mile, and the rorks 
are composed of · garnet-bearing quartzite which yields 
an infertile and scanty soil on weathering. The 
climate is relatively dry. The vegetation consists 
mainly of trees, shrubs, and · perennial creepers, with · 
a great scarcity of herbs, ferns, and epiphytes, and a 
complete absence of palms, bamboos, screw-pines, and 
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orchids. Several distinct zones of vegetation can be 
distinguished. The peculiarities of the fauna can be 
correlated directly with the vegetation.-Col. M. J. 
Godfery : The fertilisation of the orchid genus Cephal
anthera. The author holds that Cephalanthera is an 
old genus, and was not derived from Epipactis. 

PARIS. 

Academy of Sciences, June 6.-M. Georges Lemoine 
in the chair.-The president announced the death of 
M. J. B. A. Gaillot, correspondant for the section of 
astronomy.-G. Friedel : The calculation of the inten
sity of X-rays diffracted by crystals : A correction.-S. 
Pincherle : An integral equation in the complex 
domain.-B. Gambier : Applicable surfaces and the 
equation of Laplace.-M. Auric : The theory of ideal 
algebraical numbers.-A. Tian: The stability and the 
reversibility of the transformations of the hydrosols 
obtained by the hydrolysis of salts.-Mile. Wolff: 
Studies on the molecular refraction and specific rota
tory power of furfuralcamphor and some of its deriva
tives.-Mile. S. Veil : Allotropic varieties of oxides. 
The conductivity of various metallic oxides measured 
at varying temperatures has been shown to increase 
with the temperature, similarly to electrolytes. Magnetic 
iron oxide and cadmium oxide offer peculiarities, since 
the conductivity-temperature curves for these show 
points of inflection. These changes can be attributed 
to the formation of allotropic forms of the oxides.-C. 
Cheneveau : The variation of the specific refraction of 
dissolved salts in dilute solution. A study of the specific 
refraction of dilute solutions of ammonium nitrate, 
potassium chloride, and magnesium Billy: 
The peroxide of titanium. The hydrates of titanium, 
hitherto regarded as derived from the oxide TiO, are 
shown to be complexes of hydrog<cn peroxide and the 
peroxide Ti20,.-E. Andre : Contribution to the study 
of the oils from grape-seeds.-J. Martinet and 0. 

hitherto noted, a qualitative and quantitative change 
in the composition of the blood plasma after passing 
through the liver.-J. P. Langlois: A moving belt for 
the study of walking and of work. A modification 
and improvement of a similar apparatus set up by 
Benedict at Washington.-MM. H. Vallee and 
Carre : Anti-aphthous h:oemo-prevention and hGemo
vaccination.-G. Bourguignon: Chronaxy in neuro
muscular \,Yallerian degenerescence in man. 

NEW SouTH vVALES. 

Linnean Society, April 27.-Mr. G. A. Waterhouse, 
president, in the chair.-G. I. P!avtair : Australian 
fresh-water flagellates. An accour,t cf the forms 
known from collections made in the neighbourhood of 
Sydney and Lismore. Mention is made of 172 forms 
representing 39 genera, of which 96 forms and 1 genus 
are new.-Dr. R. Greig.Smith: Note upon the extrac
tion of acids from cultures. In testing the products: 
of fermentation of dextrose by a film yeast, succinic 
acid was obtained as the only ·fixed acid·. The extrac
tion of the fixed acids froni bacterial ·or from yeast 
cultures is a monomolecular reaction. The prepara
tion of salts by neutralising the acids until a. pink 
colour is obtained in the presence of phenolphthalein 
mav be faultv because the reaction is slower than is 
generally sup.posed.-Dr. A. B. Walkom: The occur
rence of Otozamites in Australia, with descriptions 
of specimens from \Vestern Australia. Three species 
of Otozamites and some obscure coniferous remains 
are described from near Mingenew. The rocks in 
which they occur consist of dark red ferruginous 
sandstone, which, '.vith its wide distribution, con
stitutes an important stratigraphical horizon, and 
probably indicates a warm, moist climate for northerrn 
Australia in Jurassic time. 

Dornier : Some new sulphonic derivatives of oxindol Books Received. 
and of isatin.-A. Mailhe and F. de Godon: The pre-
paration of mixed secondary and tertiary phenolic Le Mouvement scientifique Contemporain en 
amines. The vapours of aniline and ethyl alcohol France. No. I : Les sciences naturelles. Bv Dr. G. 
passed over alumina at 350° to 380° C. gave a mix- Matisse. Pp. r6o. (Paris : Payot et Cie.) 4 francs. 
ture of mona- and di-ethylanilines. The method is Relations intellectuelles avec les Centraux? 
shown to be of general application.-F. Zambonini: "Ecrasons l'Infame." By Maurice Lecat. Pp. viii+ 
The palmierite of Vesuvius and the minerals which 128. (Louvain, Ave. des Allies 92; Bruxe!les, Ave. 
accompany it.-M. Romieux : The controversy as to bois Cambre. I6 : The Author.) 
the displacement of shore levels and the phenomena Faune de France. Bv P. Paris. No. 2 : Oiseaux. 
of equideformation.-J. Cvijic: Relief of the sea- Pp. iv+473· (Paris: P: Lechevalier.) 40 francs. 
shore and river terraces.-A. Carpentier : Discovery of Handbook of Chemistry and Physics : A Ready
a \Veald flora in the neighbourhood of Avesnes.-P. Reference Pocket Book of Chemical and Phvsical 
Schereschewsky : Systems of clouds. Suggestions for Data. By Prof. C. D. Hodgman and others. Eighth 
a new system of cloud observations. Different states edition. Pp. 711. (Cleveland, Ohio: Chemical' 
of the sky should be observed simultaneously from a Rubber Co.) 3 dollars. 
number of stations spread over a .wide area.-0. Imperial Institute: Indian Trade Enquiry. Reports' 
Mengel: Influence of the relief and of the heating of on Timbers and Paper Materials. Pp. ix+ 57· (Lon
the soil on surface winds.-M. Bride! and R. Arnold: don: J. Murray.) 4s. net. 
A method allowing the application to plants of the Psychoanalysis, Sleep and Dreams. By Andre 
biochemical method of detecting glucose. The method Tridon. Pp. xiii+ 161. (London: Kegan Paul and 
is based on the property possessed by emulsin of caus- Co., Ltd.) 7s. 6d. net. 
ing the combination of with the alcohol hold- A Dictionary of Chemical Solubilities : Inorganic. 
ing it in solution. Full details of the technique of By Dr. A. M. Corney. Second edition, enlarged and 
extraction and purification of the plant product before revised. Pp. xviii+rr4L (New York: The Mac

it to the action of the emulsin are given. millan Co.; London: Macmillan and Co., Ltd.) 72s. 
-N. T. The botanical determination of foreign net. 
beans.-G. Bioret: The GraphideGe.-E. Chatton: La Radiologic et la Guerre. By Prof. Mme. P. 
False and true myogenesis in the pelagic Copepods. Curie. Pp. 144+xvi plates. (Paris: F. Alcan.)' 
An error due to the non-recognition of coelomic para- 8 francs. 
sitic Peridinians.-C. Perez: A supposed interstitial British Mammals. Written and illustrated bv A. 
tissue in the testicle of lizards. A criticism of a recent Thorburn. (In 2 vols.) Vol. ii. Pp. vi+ ro8+plates: 
communication on the same subject by M. Christian z6-5o. (London: Longmans, Green and Co.)· 
Champy.-H. Bierry and F. Rathery: Liver, blood wl. Ios. net the 2 vols. 
plasma, and proteid sugar. The authors point out Common Stones: Unconventional Essays in Geo
what they believe to be a function of the liver not (logy. By Prof. G. A. J. Cole. Pp. 259. · 
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